
Hi Everyone. 

A Bond is paper with words and numbers and a signature. That Bond is placed in a Bank as cleared funds ready cash 
because a Bond is a commercial instrument. 
A Pledge is paper with words and numbers and a signature. That Pledge is placed in a Bank account as cleared funds 
ready cash.  
Every Bank Loan is a security instrument. Words and numbers on paper with a signature placed on account in a Bank 
as cleared funds ready cash. This is How ALL cash is created in the Banks. 

There is an Ex-Mortgage adviser from Santander Bank (Simon) on Youtube who has confirmed in one of his YouTube 
vidioes that the Bank Loan Document is a security Instrument which creates the Cleared Funds or Cash. I also know 
this as I am a Maicrosoft Certifies Systems Engineer who has Built the Computer systems for Banks, Government and 
Ministry of Defence.

On 24th January 2019 we sent a prospectus for a new Crypto Currency Coin to The Block chain App Factory which is 
a crypto currency developer company as well as others to build a new coin with added capability to use security 
instruments on the platform for the creation of Crypto currency coins. This was conclusive that this could be done and 
the offer of contract to this effect is in the attached above along with a promotions package offers. So this is 
confirmation that this is feasible and security instrument can be used for the creation of Crypto currency as well as 
Fiat Currency. All Crypto Currency can have this function added as a capability. Or at least it would be reasonable to 
think so. 

There is also another Crypto Developer Company called “BR Softech” who have also confirmed that this can be done 
and also with a contract offer by email. A copy of which is attached. 

This is a 10 year old and mature project with Case Law won back in May 2013. All the security instruments by way of 
a Lien are fully published and perfected the details and Links are in the attached files. There is no Government 
resistance to this in Fact all these security instruments are government backed and everything has been fully published 
in the Face Book Group “Security by Way of a Lien from day one. We are at the finish line with one last step to 
completion. https://www.facebook.com/groups/798269636907862/files/  

In Fact the government want this as there is £Trillions in future Tax Revenue for the UK Government as follows with 
the start of new projects as follows. Also attached. 

-------- 

Hi Guy’s, Just a few thoughts. 

This is the overview I sent to Tom and the guy’s in Ireland as to how the Help The Homeless charity would 
be setup and funded.
It was dated the 06/04/2019.
As follows:-
____________

I don’t know how many homeless there are in Ireland. There is over 300,000 in the UK.
When and I do say WHEN there is a Lien coin platform we then have the funds for a None for profit charity. 
Help the Homeless.
The charity will be run by volunteers. No PAYE employees any fixed hours. We will need 27 homeless to 
start with. We already have the first four volenteres.
As we have a firmly established 100% track record without any oppositions with the Liens. We can change 
the process using this record as FACT to a one shot document. This document can be streamlined to the 
point of a template and then linked with a word Macro to create individual files. I can do that it will take a 
day or three. Once this is done we could rack out 20 a day easily as long as it is for a VAT receipt.
There is always a requirement for the material evidence of the claim. We could use any VAT Receipt for this 
and repeated Lien the Commissioners for HMR&C as the surety.

I don’t know how to set up a none for profit charity.
I don’t know what the founder of the Charity is called, I think it is a Benevolent something who does the 
initial funding. ONCE there is a Platform I will do that as well.
The Benevolent funding will be for:- 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/798269636907862/files/


27 individually purchased Laptops with Vat receipts. Say £400 each = £10,800
27 Individually Purchased Laser Printers with Vat receipts. Say £200 each = £5,400
29 Individually Purchased Android Smart phones with Vat receipts Say £200 each = £5,400.
One office rented ? I have no clue for 6 months. This will be self funding afterwards.
28 Embossing seals from Bowlers in London with the Help the Homeless Charity seal design. One VAT 
receipt. £100 each = £2,800

Total over head for the Benevolent is £24,400 Plus the office rent. Cheap as chips to set up a Help the 
homeless charity. My Time will be free.
This is where it gets Fun.

The Printers/ Laptops and two of the Phones Vat receipts get processed For Liens at £15 Million Each. This 
will put £855 Million in Lien coins one of the office Android phones Mines the 1% Platform service charge of 
... £8,550,000 for the platform and he Tom Crew. Leaving £ 846,450,000 on one of the Charity office 
phones to cover future overhead expenditure.

The other 27 Android Phone Vat receipts will be processed for £15 Million each and will be added to the 27 
Phone Lien Coin Apps minus the 1% Platform Charge leaving £14,850,000 on each phone and another 
£4,050,000 .... £4.05 Million in service charges for the Tom Lien Platform for a total of £12,600,000 for the 
Tom Crew. Now the charity is loaded. Looking for volunteers from the homeless.

We need two office volunteer Staff just to pick up the none existent mail and take charge of any future 
admin roles like paying the rent on the office. These 2 volunteer Staff will be gifted as a gift one of the 
Loaded Android phones with the £14,850,00 in Lien coins to do as they wish and as they are Homeless 
they may want to buy a Home Cash. = No Longer Homeless.

From the funds in the office Android Phone of £ 846,450,000 Circa 846 Million. We will purchase BRAND 
NEW 25 Motor homes for 25 Mobile staff. These 25 Motor homes will remain the Help the homeless Charity 
property as assets.

We then need another 25 Homeless volunteer recruits. Each will receive as a gift one of the Loaded 
Android phones with the £14,850,000 Lin Coins in the app Wallet to do with as they wish and as they are 
Homeless they can also buy a House Cash. No Longer Homeless. 

The 25 Motor Homes to be kitted with the Laptop/ Printer and a Help the homeless embossing seal. FOR 
the use of the 25 Mobile volunteers.

It will be the 25 Volunteers  Mobile staff Vocation to hunt down all the Homeless in Ireland and the UK. To 
purchase an Android phone and with the Vat Receipt Process this and load it onto the Android Phone as a 
Gift to the Homeless in Ireland and the UK. The Gifted Homeless can then use the funding on the free 
Phone to buy a House Cash. We need the 25 Mobile volunteers to be people. Maybe a lot of hand holding 
to get stuff done buying houses. I need a people person to vet these 25.

I think this project might take three years to reach an objective of no more Homeless in the UK and Ireland.

I told you this was going to be complicated. It will be my Vocation for three to six months to bring people up 
to speed.

_________________

What this clearly shows is the first project revenue in the 1% platform transaction charges of £8.55 Million 
in profit for the LienCoin Platform it’s self over the expected project H-T-H-C, 3 year expected period. This 
would then be extended as the Help the Homeless charity continues to the 300,000 Homeless to be £45 
Billion in the 1% transaction charges on this project in the UK alone.

This will also show a future Tax revenue for the UK Government of £ 3,786,750,000,000 (£3,786.75Trillion) 
at the current Tax revenue rate of 85% £Gross which the UK Government would not have without this 
LienCoin. This shows clearly why the UK government have given no resistance or opposition to the 
Government backed security instruments. The Government backed security instruments won’t cost the UK 



Government 1p but they will gain 3,786.75Trillion in future Taxation revenue at current tax rate of 85% of 
£Gross.
This is 32 times the UK current annual Tax revenue.

This is just one small project in one country.
Now extend this to include everyone who is DWP dependent.

You may find this to be quite pertinent when considering a business plan white paper for a prospectus 
venture capitalist investor.
Why would we not let the Venture capitalist investor retain future ownership of the LienCoin Platform??
The Dragons would love this.

Just a few thoughts.
 
Dave.
------- 

So from a Venture Capitalist observation point this should be a No Brainer. This is why I am not in Jail and there is no 
Bullet in my head. 

David. 


